
MARVELOUSMATERIALS 
REGULATING BODY HEAT



Three ways heat moves from a 
body to the environment :

CONDUCTIONCONVECTION EVAPORATION

When 
surfaces 

touch and 
transfer heat

When air 
moves heat 

away

When water 
turns to 

vapor



HEAT MOVES IN PREDICTABLE WAYS:
FROM WARM TO COOL



The human body 
controls heat 
through 
evaporation, the 
action of sweat 
turning into water 
vapor. 

Convection, or air 
movement, also 

carries heat away 
from the body.

REGULATING BODY HEAT 



People consider themselves to be thermally 
comfortable when they do not need to take 
off or put on additional clothing to feel 
cooler or warmer. 

Clothing materials allow 
evaporation and convective 

air movement from the body.



Imagine you just played 30 min. of soccer. 
You would be pretty sweaty, right? 

WHEN YOU EXERCISE YOU GET HOT



Let’s see if moving air can help cool you down 
by speeding up evaporative cooling.

SO YOU WANT TO COOL DOWN



EVAPORATION

Occurs when a 
liquid turns to a gas

CONVECTION

Occurs when air 
moves heat away 
from the body

COOLING DOWN HAPPENS 
BY EVAPORATION OR AIR 

MOVEMENT



FOR EVAPORATION OR AIR 
MOVEMENT TO WORK YOUR 

CLOTHES HAVE TO HAVE THESE 
PROPERTIES:

BREATHABILITY AND PERMEABILITY

LETS TEST THE 
BREATHABILITY OF 

SOME FABRICS



THE FABRIC
STRUCTURE 
ALLOWS IT

TO BE
BREATHABLE

Hold each swatch up to the light. 
Which one can you see through? 

Which one do you think will allow more 
air through?



1 Secure fabric to top of 
cup with confetti.

2
Blow down through the 
fabric. See what 
happens to the confetti.

3 Repeat with other 
fabric.

BREATHABILITY



Which fabric lets more air pass 
through? Why?



We feel cooler 
as sweat 
evaporates off 
our skin.
Breathable 
fabrics 
speed up 
evaporative 
cooling and 
are more 
comfortable 
to wear on 
hot days. 



NOW LETS TEST CONVECTIVE 
AIR MOVEMENT AND COOLING 

THROUGH EVAPORATION



1
Put a cuff on your arm & 
use a straw to blow on
The dry cuff

2 Draw up a few drops of
water in the straw and 
put it on your cuff .
let The water soak in.

3 Blow on the wet spot
with the straw.

MOVING AIR
AND 

EVAPORATION

DRY

WET



WHAT’S THE VERDICT?

Will the soccer players 
feel cooler if air blows 

through their clothing?

Did the dry cuff 
or the wet cuff 
feel cooler when 
moving air 
passed through 
it?



Put fabrics in order.
Circle the row that goes from 

least breathable to most breathable?

Knit Woven Knit Mesh

Knit Mesh Woven Knit

Woven Knit Knit Mesh



On the other hand, what 
if  you need to stay 
warm?



CONDUCTION
When surfaces of two objects touch 

In cold weather, the 
body looses heat 

though conduction 
when it touches 

cold objects.



INSULATION
Insulation is a 

protective layer that 
prevents or slows 

conductive heat loss.



THE POWER OF THE 
AIR LAYER

Downy feathers can trap lots of
air and keep penguins warm

Materials that have spaces 
to trap air are better 

insulators. 



We can use this idea to keep 
us warm too! By adding a 

layer of air inside our 
clothing. 

How well a fabric keeps you warm is 
determined by how much air it can 
hold. 



Which insole do you
think is going to keep

your foot the
warmest?

Why?

Let’s test the
insulation power
of some materials!



1
Step on the ice first to 
gauge coldness. Then 
stand on each insole with 
full weight for 10 
seconds.

2 Have everyone stand 
on each insole.

3 Rank insoles from 
warmest to coolest 

Go in this order:
1. Bare or socked  feet
2. Gray insole (wool)
3. Pink/Purple insole (closed cell)
4. Green insole (open cell)
5. Orange insole (aerogel)



Which insole provided the best thermal insulation?
Which insole provided the least insulation?

IS THICKER
ALWAYS

BETTER?



4NOW place each insole
on the ice again.

5 Using the temperature 
gun, point the laser at 
the middle of the insole.

6 Record the temperature
Reading for each insole.



LOOK AT YOUR RANKINGS
Is there a relationship between your ranking of insoles 
and the temperature readings?



INSULATIVE MATERIALS

YOU JUST 
TESTED:
Wool
Closed cell foam
Open cell foam
Aerogel Remember, it is the ability of 

each material  to trap air,  
that allows it to keep your 

foot warm.



Was it colder than you expected?  
Open cell foam is like a sponge. When it is 

compressed, the air is pushed out.
Although it was the thickest, it 

was not the warmest!

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN YOU 
STEPPED ON THE OPEN CELL 

FOAM (GREEN)? 



WE THINK THE ORANGE ONE IS 
PRETTY COOL: IT IS MADE FROM AN

ADVANCED MATERIAL CALLED
AEROGEL

AEROGELS ARE THE 
WORLD’S LIGHTEST 
SOLID AND ARE 
MADE UP OF 99.98% 
AIR

THEY HAVE THE 
LOWEST THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF 

ANY KNOWN SOLID!



NASA LIKES AEROGEL TOO!
• NASA used aerogel to keep the Mars Rover warm 
• Aerogel is extraordinarily lightweight, which makes 

it much cheaper and easier to launch and fly to 
Mars.



Will this keep your foot 
warm?

Circle the answer.

Warm Not

Open cell foam



Will this keep your foot 
warm?

Circle the answer.

Warm Not

Multiple pieces of cardboard



Will this keep your foot 
warm?

Circle the answer.

Warm Not

Piece of Plexiglas



SUMMARY Heat loss is due to 
conduction of heat 
through clothing 
materials in contact 
with the skin. 

Fabric structures 
that capture air 
provide resistance 
to the flow of heat 
from the body to the 
environment.  


